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Abstract
Adults are able to learn sound co-occurrences without con-

scious knowledge after brief exposures. But which dimensions
of sounds are most salient in this process? Using an arti-
ficial phonology paradigm, we explored potential learnability
differences involving consonant-, speaker-, and tone-vowel co-
occurrences. Results revealed that participants, whose native
language was not tonal, implicitly encoded consonant-vowel
patterns with a high level of accuracy; were above chance for
tone-vowel co-occurrences; and were at chance for speaker-
vowel co-occurrences. This pattern of results is exactly what
would be expected if both language-specific experience and in-
nate biases to encode potentially contrastive linguistic dimen-
sions affect the salience of different dimensions during implicit
learning of sound patterns.
Index Terms: phonotactics, artificial grammar learning, talker
identity, tones, consonants, vowels, internet-based testing

1. Introduction
All languages have sound patterns and, to acquire their native
language, infants gradually learn to identify, combine and ex-
change its sound patterns. Adults keep some of these phono-
logical abilities in order to speak their language(s), stay flexible
to its evolution (appearance of loanwoards or new words, adap-
tation to different accents) and learn additional languages. But
what are the dimensions along which sound patterns are com-
puted? That is, how do learners encode co-occurrences that are
frequent in their input?

In order to isolate the cognitive biases involved in the ex-
traction and encoding of phonotactic patterns, artificial gram-
mars can be built to contain specific regularities, for example
/p/ always followed by /a/ and /d/ by /e/. Infants or adults are
then exposed to these sound patterns in the laboratory, and sub-
sequently tested on their implicit learning of the regularities.
We consider that a regularity is learnt if participants react dif-
ferently to items that are “legal”, that is to say corresponding
to the constraint they had been exposed to, versus “illegal”, vi-
olating the frequent regularity – regardless of whether the item
itself has been heard previously or not.

Although adults are able to learn new constraints on sound
patterns in artificial grammars presented in the laboratory [1],
not all constraints are equally easy to learn. One recurrent
question in this line of research concerns which dimensions
are readily encoded and which are less salient during phono-
logical learning. For example, Onishi and colleagues [2] docu-
mented that a frequent association between a set of consonants
and a vowel was reflected in the listeners’ latency to repeat syl-
lables, while an association between a set of consonants and the

speaker’s gender (presented for the same length of time and in
the same manner) was not.

In other words, consonant-vowel co-occurrences were more
salient than speaker-consonant co-occurrences.(We note briefly
that this specific set of results could have been attributed to
the task: the participants repeated the consonant-vowel co-
occurrences in their own production, but they could not mimic
the speaker-consonant co-occurrences. Nonetheless, as we will
see below, Onishi and colleagues’ conclusions actually hold
true for a purely perceptual task.)

One possible explanation for this pattern of results is that
participants ignore talker identity because they have learned,
through experience, that this is not a linguistically relevant di-
mension; a second option is that this reflects an experience-
independent bias. Indeed, vowels and consonants are involved
in lexical contrasts in all languages and are therefore linguisti-
cally relevant units. In contrast, the speaker’s voice is thought
to be only an indexical cue (a pointer to the identity of the
speaker), and is never linguistically relevant (i.e., lexically con-
trastive) in any human language.

To decide whether experience plays a key role, we turn to a
third dimension. Variation of pitch in association with a sylla-
ble, called “tone” in the rest of the article, can, in fact, serve both
of these roles: in tonal languages, like Mandarin Chinese, tones
can be used to contrast words on their meaning. In non-tonal
languages, such as English, these variations are better desig-
nated as intonation and they convey the emotions or the attitude
of the speaker, for instance a pitch rise generally indicates a
question while a pitch fall indicates a statement.

We built stimuli to test three types of associations:

(a) consonant-vowel: both are lexically contrastive in all lan-
guages

(b) speaker-vowel: the former is not lexically contrastive in any
language

(c) tone-vowel: the former is lexically contrastive in some lan-
guages (so-called tone languages)

Our hypothesis is that associations between lexically con-
trastive dimensions should be easier to encode than associa-
tions between those that are lexically contrastive and those that
are not. If linguistic relevance is determined by lexical experi-
ence, then consonant-vowel and tone-vowel co-occurrences will
be equally learnable only for tone speakers; if not, then even
speakers of a non-tonal language will more readily encode both
consonant-vowel and tone-vowel co-occurrences than speaker-
vowel co-occurrences. While we intended to compare speakers
of tonal and non-tonal languages, we only had data from 16
tonal participants (divided into 3 conditions). We concentrate
here on speakers of non-tonal languages, who nonetheless allow



us to assess whether language experience with tone is a neces-
sary condition to render this dimension salient during phono-
logical learning.

2. Methods
The present study was pre-registered on https://osf.io/kcf6w/.
We followed the pre-registered procedure to the letter, other
than being unable to investigate learning among participants
with a tonal native language. The data from non-tonal partic-
ipants is available from the project’s osf site.

The experimental platform, hosted on the Ibex farm
(http://spellout.net/ibexfarm/), has been programmed with lan-
guage and tools proposed by Ibex, presenting items in a ran-
dom order within each phase. Times of exposure for sounds
and images resulted from previous knowledge in experimen-
tal phonology added to cross-browser testing. Instructions have
been translated in three languages: French, English, Mandarin
Chinese and revised by native speakers. Random selection of
the condition, rule and order of the lists, and redirection to
the corresponding experiment setup was performed by a PHP
script. A final form recorded useful information about the par-
ticipant to distinguish groups in the statistical analysis.

2.1. Stimuli

All stimuli can be represented as follows: C1V C2 − T − S,
meaning a consonant-vowel-consonant, spoken with a given
Tone by a given Speaker. Stimuli were recorded from Viet-
namese speakers, in Paris, France, where a vibrant community
speaking this tonal language can be found. Further details fol-
low on each of the elements of the stimuli.

• The first consonant C1 could be either /f/ or /s/: both
are voiceless fricatives but differ in place of articula-
tion (labio-dental vs. alveolar). For the consonant-vowel
co-occurrence condition, each consonant could only be
combined with half of the vowels; for both of the other
conditions, they combined freely.

• The vowel V was always restricted by something in
the context (by the consonant, by the tone, or by the
speaker), such that, depending on the context, it had to
be chosen from one of 2 phonological classes:

– front unrounded vowels, with variations in tongue
height: close /i/, close-mid /e/ and open-mid /E/.

– back rounded vowels, with variations in tongue
height: close /u/, close-mid /o/, open-mid /O/.

• The last consonantC2 closed the syllable and introduced
variability in the items heard by the participant with-
out having an influence on other factors of the syllable.
That is, each coda co-occurred with every other CVC-T-
S combination. Following the restrictions in Vietnamese,
it could be any of /p/, /t/, /k/, /m/, /n/, and /N/.

• The tone T could be one of the 2 allowed in Vietnamese
syllables ending by /p/, /t/, /k/: sắc mid rising and nặng
mid falling.

• The speaker S could be either a man or a woman, one of
the two Vietnamese native speakers who recorded each
the 144 stimuli (2 first consonants x 6 vowels x 6 last
consonants x 2 tones).

Audio recording was carried out in a sound-proof booth,
where stimuli written with Vietnamese orthography were dis-
played one by one on a screen using Matlab. Further audio edit-
ing was carried out with Praat.

2.2. Design

A given participant was only exposed to one of the three asso-
ciations (consonant, speaker, tone), via the selection of stimuli
shown to him during exposure. For counterbalancing reasons,
there were two opposed rules in each condition (e.g., /f/ occurs
with front vowels, tone 1 with front, etc., versus /f/ occurs with
back vowels, etc.) Thus, each association implied dividing the
final matrix of stimuli in two halves with all other factors coun-
terbalanced, such that one half was legal for half of the partici-
pants, and the other half was legal for the others. This ensures
that any effects found relate to the selection of stimuli heard
during exposure (and are not related to freak characteristics of
the tokens), since every token is used as training and test, le-
gal and illegal, across participants. Moreover, each participant
hears every possible sound, tone, and speaker – they vary only
in how these features co-occur during the exposure phase.

Additionally, the 288 CVC-T-S combinations were split
into 12 balanced groups. As will be explained below, partic-
ipants are presented with 120 legal items during exposure, of
which 12 are presented again at test; and 24 further legal items
are added at test. The division into 12 groups of items allowed
us to rotate these test stimuli (e.g., participant one may hear
groups 1-10 during exposure, and groups 10-12 during test).
This counterbalancing created exactly 72 unique experiences:
3 type of constraints x 2 rules (association with front or back
vowels) x 12 grouping conditions.

2.3. Participants

Subsequent analyses focus on 83 speakers of non-tonal lan-
guages that could be included (recruitment and exclusionary cri-
teria are given immediately below). These participants had var-
ious non-tonal native language backgrounds (English, French,
Spanish, Italian, Dutch, German, Turkish, Malagasy, Ukrainian,
Arabic, Japanese, Danish, Crucian, Limburgian, Occitan, Ro-
manian), 17 reported to be native multilinguals (all languages
being non-tonal), 60 reported to have already received some
kind of musical training and 23 reported to be linguists.

The experiment was proposed as a voluntary and non-
remunerated 20-minute online experiment on “language and
memory” to adults with a tonal or a non-tonal background re-
cruited through:

• Relais d’Information sur les Sciences de la Cognition,
a French platform connecting scientists and participants
who subscribed to volunteer in experiments in cognitive
science: http://expesciences.risc.cnrs.fr/

• LinguistList, an international mailing list addressing lin-
guistics professors and students: http://linguistlist.org/

• word of mouth by e-mails and social networks to poten-
tial participants with various language backgrounds

• New York/Queen’s craigslist and posters in Paris.

As explained below, we had an independent data quality
criterion based on 15 “catch” trials, and self-report of technical
issues. The stopping rules for data collection were: 72 tonal and
non-tonal speakers without technical difficulties and passing the
13 out of 15 catch trials (72 represented a perfect counterbalanc-
ing of all factors); or Dec. 31, 2014.



By Dec. 31, 2014, we had received results from 130 partic-
ipants, 107 non-tonal and 23 tonal participants. An histogram
of the number of correct catch trials confirmed that the mode of
this distribution is above 13; this data-quality criterion excluded
15 non-tonal and 4 tonal participants. Exclusion for technical
problems concerning sounds on the basis of participants’ re-
ports concerned 9 non-tonal and 3 tonal participants. Our final
sample therefore consisted of 83 non-tonal and 16 tonal partic-
ipants. For ease of exposition, we concentrate on the former;
please see https://osf.io/kcf6w/ for further information on the
tonal speakers.

2.4. Procedure

During the training phase, participants passively listened, one
by one and paired with pictures of unknown objects, 120 legal
stimuli. This pairing with an image aimed at keeping the partic-
ipant concentrated on the experiment, without altering his/her
listening experience of the stimuli.

Before the experiment started, participants received the in-
struction to pay close attention to following pictures and sounds,
as they would be asked about them later on. They were also
asked to click on the center image every time they heard a hum-
ming sound: 15 such “catch” trials were randomly presented to
check if the participants were on task. Note that we used a nasal
sound that does not contain any consonant or vowel, and thus
should not interfere with the effects of interest.

At test, they were presented with a 2-alternative forced
choice (2AFC) task on pairs of CVC-S-T syllables differing
only in the vowel: this minimal change made the two syllables
differ in their legal versus illegal status with respect to the expo-
sure phase. They were asked “Which syllable sounds the most
familiar (the first or second)?”, and they had to click on sym-
bols 1 or 2 on the screen to indicate their response. Each pair of
syllables were presented twice, to counterbalance the order of
the legal item (which equalizes the number of correct answers
for 1 and 2).

The test contained three distinct phases, always presented
in the same order:

1. “Memory” phase: The 12 legal items had actually been
presented once during the exposure phase; thus, partici-
pants should choose it over the illegal one both because
it sounds more familiar (since it follows the rule) and be-
cause it actually is more familiar (was presented before).

2. “Generalization” phase: None of the 12 legal-illegal
pairs had been presented before; a significant preference
can only be attributed to extraction and generalization
of the underlying rule. There was no break between the
memory and generalization phases.

3. “Informed generalization” phase: A screen was shown
which explained to the participants the logic of the
present study, noting that there are three types of rules
related to one of: consonant, speaker, tone. Participants
learned that they were only exposed to one of these rules.
They were then presented with 12 new legal and illegal
items.

We had intended to look at dimensions that are relevant for
memory and generalization, as well as explicit recall. However,
as will be explained below, the effects of the type of phase can-
not be teased apart from the effects of time.
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Figure 1: 2AFC performance (d’) as a function of Test Phase.
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Figure 2: 2AFC performance (d’) as a function of Condition.
*** p <0.001, ** p <0.01, * p <0.05

3. Results
Our dependent measure is proportion of correct answers, con-
verted into sensitivity score d’ taking into account hits and false
alarms for 2AFC tasks [3]. As noted above, there were many
different counterbalancing conditions; therefore, we carried out
analyses on a balanced sample of 36 participants, and on the to-
tal sample of 83 participants. As the same results hold for both
analyses, we will only report the latter, which has more power.

Using lme4, we fit a mixed model declaring Condition
(consonant-, tone-, speaker-vowel co-occurrence) in interac-
tion with Test Phase (Memory, Generalization, Informed) as
fixed effects, as well as participant and the counterbalanc-
ing factors (rule and set) as random effects (the precise for-
mula was lmer(dprime ∼ cond ∗ testphase + (1|subj) +
(1|rule) + (1|set))), and reduced models without Condition
and Test Phase which we compared against the full model us-
ing ANOVA. This revealed a main effect of Condition χ2(6) =
21.461 , p = .002, a main effect of Test Phase χ2(6) = 37.263, p
<.001, and no interaction. Examining Test Phase, there is a sig-
nificant difference between memory and generalization scores:
t(82) = 3.971, p <.001, and memory and informed generaliza-
tion scores: t(82) = 5.35, p<.001, but not in the scores between
the two generalization phases: t(82) = 1.751, p>.05 (Figure 1).

As for the effects of condition on scores averaged over
the three phases, there were significant differences in follow-
up tests for the consonant and speaker conditions: t(55.121) =



3.832, p <.001, but not for the consonant and tone conditions:
t(53.389) = 2.307, p >.05, nor for the speaker and tone condi-
tions: t(42.758) = 2.266, p >.05. In other words, participants in
the tone condition displayed a level of performance that was in-
termediate between those in the consonant and the speaker con-
ditions. We further assessed whether performance was above
chance (d’=0) using a t-test (two-tailed) in the consonant con-
dition: t(36) = 4.707, p <.001, in the tone condition: t(23) =
3.777, p <.01, but not in the speaker condition: t(21) = 0.310,
p >.05 (Figure 2).

4. Discussion
This work is motivated by a key theoretical concern: what
are the dimensions that are salient when implicitly learning
sound patterns? Our results using artificial phonological pat-
terns replicate Onishi et al.’s findings [2] that consonant-vowel
co-occurrences are more readily encoded than co-occurrences
involving the speaker’s voice, and extend them in two direc-
tions: by showing that this differential performance can even be
found in a purely perceptual experiment, and by testing speak-
ers of a non-tonal language with a co-occurrence between vowel
and tone.

The absence of significant discrimination with patterns in-
volving speaker’s voice does not imply that language users ig-
nore or normalize for talker identity during early perception.
Quite to the contrary, other research demonstrates that listeners
incorporate information about talker gender during vowel per-
ception, e.g., [4]. Instead, our results suggest a relative learn-
ability difference (not an absolute one): voice information is not
as relevant as, for instance, consonant information when com-
puting, encoding, or retrieving sound co-occurrences, at least
in the short time scales observed here. It is likely that, given
sufficient exposure and time, such co-occurrences could also be
learnt (see also [5]).

The significant results with tone patterns are interesting be-
cause they suggest that even though tones are not encoded lex-
ically in the tested languages , they can nevertheless be used to
extract co-occurrence patterns (since d’ is significantly above
zero). Of course, the performance was not numerically as high
as for consonant-vowels, which is consistent with the idea that
tone is a cue difficult to perceive for non-tonal native speakers
[6].

Above chance performance in the tone condition departs
from a view whereby lexically contrastive dimensions in one’s
native language are encoded and non-contrastive dimensions
are ignored, based on previous results on infants’ learning of
allophonic versus phonemic dimensions [7]. It also differs from
predictions based on universal capabilities, where potentially
linguistically contrastive dimensions are attended to regardless
of whether they are used in one’s native language, precisely be-
cause performance for the tone condition was not significantly
better than that found in the speaker condition. Thus, it is pos-
sible to interpret this mixed pattern of results as suggestive of
an intermediate position, where both cognitive biases and expe-
rience modulate performance.

While the strongest positions of both views are thus ruled
out, weaker versions of both hypotheses can be postulated. In-
deed, the empiricist position could be brought to account for this
pattern by enriching it with the assumption that performance
can be boosted by attention to any linguistically relevant dimen-
sion, be it lexically or grammatically relevant. While tone is not
used for lexical contrasts, intonation is grammatically meaning-
ful. Since syllables in the stimuli were presented in isolation,

participants were free to interpret them as tone or intonation. A
follow-up experiment where stimuli are presented in a senten-
tial content could be used to block an intonation interpretation
by more clearly anchoring the tone to the syllable.

Similarly, the position that differences in performance are
entirely attributable to cognitive biases independent from lan-
guage experience could be brought to account for the interme-
diate tone performance by proposing that tones are less percep-
tually salient than consonants. In our view, this explanation
has little traction since perceptual factors should favor the tone-
vowel association (e.g., the tone is temporally coextensive with
the vowel). Nonetheless, presenting the same exact experiment
to tonal speakers could help test this view, since it would predict
lower performance for tones than consonants in this population
too. (It is too early to draw any conclusions about tonal partici-
pants, as they are only 4 in consonant and 3 in tone condition.)

We would like to close by discussing two limitations of
the present work, that we will consider in any follow-up of the
experiment. First, we did not model the patterns on rules at-
tested in human languages. For example, whereas tone does
seem to relate to height (or specifically advanced tongue root,
in Slovenian [8]), we know of no language in which tone is re-
lated to vowel frontness, and only one of the consonant-vowel
conditions was “natural” (alveolar consonants tend to co-occur
with front vowels, [9]). Nonetheless, phonetic groundedness is
thought to play a minor role in implicit sound pattern learning,
which appears to be constrained mainly by formal complexity
[1].

A second limitation that should be addressed in future work
concerns the salience of different dimensions as a function of
the test items. We observed a decrease in performance as the
test phase progressed, with a sharp drop between the memory
and the generalization phases. The decrease in performance
could be due to the use of novel stimuli (which demands gen-
eralization) and/or to the fact that participants face the gener-
alization items much later in time, and after a mixed exposure
(the generalization phase occurs after having heard 50% ille-
gal items in the pairs of the memory phase). Since we used a
constant order, we cannot tease these possibilities apart. Future
work should counterbalance the order of test phases, or use a
between-subjects design, in order to better understand whether
salience of different dimensions is partly dependent on whether
generalization and explicit rule knowledge is required.

5. Conclusions
We explored the question of how frequent sound patterns are en-
coded using implicit learning of artificial phonotactic patterns.
Not all co-occurrences are equally salient, which suggests a
bias in rule learning, not driven by stimulus perceptibility but
by the potential linguistically contrastive nature of the infor-
mation. Future work could employ variants of this paradigm to
tease apart the effects of acoustic salience, linguistic biases, and
experience.
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